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Vector Polarization in Reactions with Spin-1 Particles
In a recent Letter 1 ) it was shown that in nuclear or particle reactions involving a spin-1 particle, a determination of the amplitudes can be made without measuring any polarization observables that require vector polarizations in either the initial or final state. Only Lorentz invariance of the reaction was assumed in this discussion. It was noted, however, that discrete ambiguities are not necessarily eliminated. When parity conservation is also imposed, which is the situation of the greatest practical importance, the remaining discrete ambiguities can in fact be easily seen, so we consider it important to expand on and clarify this point.
As before, we consider first the simplest master reaction with the spin structure 0 + 0 ~ 0 + 1. Parity conservation, with the product of the intrinsic parities n 1 =+1, reduces the three helicity amplitudes A, B, and C (corresponding to helicities +1, 0,-1) to A=C and 8=0; so the cross section alone, a= 2IAI 2 , provides the determination of A, and all polarization components are fixed and known. 2 ) For n 1 =-1, A=-C and s+o, and the non-zero observables are a= 2IAI2 + IBI2
( 1)
a(Pxx -Pyy) = -6IAI2 (3) aPxz = 312 ReAB* ( 4) aPy= 212 Im AB*. 
